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4-H SET
Science, Engineering & Technology

Life Skill Decision making
SET Ability: Interpret/Analyze/Reason
Science Standard: 7.2 Investigation

A. [Image of tool]
   _A_ Ear tagger

B. [Image of tool]
   _B_ Hoof Trimmers

C. [Image of tool]
   _C_ Automatic Injection syringe

D. [Image of tool]
   _D_ Paste gun

E. [Image of tool]
   _E_ Balling Gun

F. [Image of tool]
   _F_ Emasculatome

G. [Image of tool]
   _G_ Elastrator
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Wool and hair fibers have a similar structure consisting of a thin outer layer, the cuticle, surrounding the cortex which surrounds a central medulla.
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